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supported in team work by Miller at
Second Program
FIVE
Center
and
Buddy
Seelig,
forward.
Valse
E
Minor
TAKES REVENGE
Futrell and Shilling did guard
work of no small kind. They played
hard and determinedly at their posi
tions and were greatly instrumental
in holding down the College to a
small score.
The line-up:
College
Academy.
French
R. F
Seelig
Webster
L. F
Hobbs
Thomas
C.
Miller
McCutchen
R. G
Futrell
Roberts
L. G
Shilling
Subs—White, Westlake.
Field Goals—College, Thomas, 5;
French, 1; Roberts, 1. Academy—
Hobbs, 3; Seelig, 1; Shilling, 1. Foul
Goals—Hobbs, 2.
Final score—14-12.
Referee—Imler.

A defeat in a game is generally a
stimulus to a victory on the next
trial. At least this is what happened
at the second game of the CollegeAcademy basket ball series.
When the two teams appeared on
the floor it was easily noticeable that
they were under a high tension and
with equal confidence as to the out
come of this game. But it appears as
if the college team gritted their teeth
harder, or at least more effectively
than their opponents, for when the
final whistle blew the score stood 14
to 12 in favor of the College five.
With this tie in the number of
games won it cannot but be expected
that the next game of tne series will
be as hotly contested as the first two
were, for both teams have "blood in
STUDIO RECITALS.
their eyes."
Each week in Prof. Westlake's stu
Various details of the playing of
the College team need special em dio are held recitals which demon
phasis. "Iry" Roberts was up to strate the very favorable progress
old time form in guarding. Many a made by the talented students en
strategic duck by Hobbs was cleanly rolled in the music department.
Following are the programs ren
nipped in the bud by "Iry." "Bobbie"
McCutchen was also splendidly on the dered:
First Program.
job in guarding Seelig and breaking
Spross
things up on general principles. Some Barcarolle
Emma Williams
sister remarked that he was rough
Benoist
(?). French played a very consist Romance
Zylpha Hurlbut
ent game at forward. Webster as
The Lass With the Delicate Air
forward during the first half deserves
Old English Song
mention. White, who took his place,
Audrey Faulder
also did splendid work until his
Liszt
"slats" were tampered with, when At the Spring
Jane Campbell
Westlake filled the breach. "Tommy"
Oley Speaks
was truly the "center" of the com To You
Lela Wertz
bination, making the only scores of
Original Composition
the first half.
Liszt
Hobbs, captain of the Academy, was Campanella
Aldred Wigg
noticeably the fastest man on the
Tate
floor. He made the greater number When You Come Back
Mrs. C. A. Ferguson
of points for his team. He was ably

Chopin
Ruth Pug-h
Sonata (Pastoral First Movement)
Beethoven
Nina Mitchell
Little House 0' Dreams-_ Oley Speaks
Miss Neff
Concerto E Flat (1st Movement) Liszt
Mary Shaw
O Happy Day
Streteszki
Kathreen Albright
Tarentella
Leschetizky
Frances Ekis
Third Program.
Rigandon
Silas
Zylpha Hurlbut
Song Without Words
Saint-Saens
Emma Williams
In Absence __George Clinton Baker
Myra Felton
Valse Chromatique
Godard
Dorothy Spalding
Concerto 1st Movement
Grieg
Aldred Wigg
Fourth Program.
Valse Poetique
Dutton
Marie Fritz
Audrey Faulder
11th Rhapsodie
Liszt
Joyce Spalding
Absence
Metcalf
Lela Wertz
10th Rhapsodie
Liszt
Neomi Berrett

1,000 MILES DOWN
THE TIGRIS RIVER
All those who missed the illustrated
lecture by Edgar J. Banks, Ph. D.,
noted traveler and archoeologist, neg
lected an opportunity for a most en
joyable and instructive evening. The
lecture was given in Shreiner Audi
torium on Friday, February 7, and
was attended by a large and appre
ciative audience. The pictures were
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of unusual interest at this time, since
S. W. Bennett, a Taylor student of
The Rev. John Butler Is the evan
through them the lecturer was en last year, was a business caller be gelist in a series of revival meetings
abled to give us facts about Armenia, tween trains Saturday. He is farm at the Friends' church starting Mon
day evening, February 10.
Mesopotamia and other Bible lands, ing near Sharpsville.
which recent events have been bring
ing to the fore. As the title indiPerry Olson, who has been in serDexheimer & Beitler, in Mar
cates, the talk was centered about vice overseas, spent a few days at ion, certainly make good photos.
the Tigris river. After explaining his home here before going to Toledo,
a map of the country, the lecturer Ohio, to work for an Express cornCHRONICLE.
showed the common source of the pany, in the employ of which his
Tigris and Euphrates rivers in the brother, Percy, already has a good
mountains of Armenia and then fol position.
Thursday, Jan. 23—We begin to
lowed the river Tigris in its course
fear that Mr. Dunlap is a somnambu
to the Persian Gulf, stopping off on
Mrs. Mont Oliver, of Alexandria, list, as we hear he walks to the river
the way to show scenes of special visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. at 3 a. m.
significance. When the end of the H. Stephens a few days last week.
Friday, Jan. 24—Mr. I. J. Roberts
journey was reached and we had vis
seems enthused over the Chicago
ited such wonderful old cities as
convention and waxes eloquent in his
Prof, and Mrs. E. W. Smith, of
Ninevah, Babylon and Bagdad, every
remarks at the table.
Cincinnati, Ohio, visited T. U. Wed
one felt that his evening had indeed
Today is Friday and tonight is Fri
nesday, Feb. 5.
been well spent.
day night.
This program also was marked by
Saturday, Jan. 25—The Seniors go
Rev. P. B. Smith, class '17, called to Marion to have their phosphores
the first appearance of the Ladies'
Chorus, under the capable direction of on old friends here recently. He has cent physiogomies depicted in photog
Mrs. Cleo Collar Holloway. They good reports of his pastorate in An raphy. Mr. Harm arrives for a visit.
sang as an opening number a very derson.
Sunday, Jan. 26—Beautiful day.
pleasing selection entitled "Sleep Lit
More than $500 raised at the M. E.
tle Baby of Mine," by Dennee-Smith.
Miss Lenna Neff expects to return church for the Armenians.
to Taylor for the spring term.
Monday, Jan. 27—Whose turn to
lead chapel ?
LOCALS.
Tuesday, Jan. 28—Imogene LaMr. L. R. Norvelle has decided not
Rev. Charles Archer, a former stu
mance
says "What shall I ever do?
to enter school until next fall.
dent, visited T. U. last week. He is
That faculty has taken my S. P.'s for
pastor of the U. B. church in Dunkirk
two whole weeks and won't give them
at the presen time.
Mr. Charles Nicholson, of Cincin- back."
nati, Ohio, has enrolled as a student.
Wednesday, Jan. 29—Miss Grace
Miss Grace Ellison, class 1912, paid He has served in the U. S. engineer- Ellison, returned missionary from
her Alma Mater a visit recently and >nE corps, but received an honorable China, gives chapel address.
gave an interesting talk at one of discharge, having been wounded.
Thursday, Jan. 30—Mr. Thomas has
the morning chapel services. She is
his Biology lesson and recites thus:
enjoying a furlough after having
Rev. and Mrs. Mac McCain, former "When an insect is destroyed it often
spent the past five years as a mis
T. U. students, visited with Prof, and heals up again."
sionary in China. She expects to
Friday, Jan. 313—Dean Ayres is
Mrs. Bos recently. Mrs. McCain is
study in Columbia University for a
back again. McCutcheon and Rob
the sister of Prof. Bos.
while.
erts meets him at the train. They
have classes under him.
Mr. J. Arbona, a former student
Mr. J. A. Harm agreeably surprised
Saturday, Feb. 1—Seniors have
us with a visit last week. He has re who has been in the U S. army for "pressing engagements." Every time
ceived an honorable discharge from the past year and a half, visited Tay Burke White opens his mouth he gets
the marine corps of the U. S. army lor last week. He expects to return his foot in it.
and was enroute to Mitchell, South to his home in Cuba soon.
Sunday, Feb. 2—Groundhog day!
Dakota, where he will enter Dakota
It takes 45 minutes to walk to
Wesleyan.
Students, get your pictures at church on such nights.
Monday, Feb. 3—First gloomy day
Dexheimer
& Beitler's.
Mrs. Cleo C. Holloway was called
for a month. Miss Emerson waits
to Auburn, Ind., last week by the
anxiously for the distribution of the
death of a very dear friend.
Our Freshman Class.
mail. A few others do likewise.
I stood upon the mountain,
Tuesday, Feb. 4—The Seniors make
I looked down on the plain,
Prof, and Mrs. B. W. Ayres have
their debut in caps and gowns. They
returned from a month's sojourn in I saw a lot of green stuff,
celebrate with a fine four course din
That looked like waving grain.
California. They were called there
ner in the evening.
by the death of their son, Prof. Ar I took another look at it,
Wednesday, Feb. 5—Herr Prust and
And thought it must be grass,
thur Ayres, Dec. 30.
Billy Lamance have a fight and each
But laws-a-mercy, 'pon my soul,
thinks he whipped. Miss Hall gets
It was our Freshman class!
Miss May Joslyn, class '11, has re
some mail this time. Mr. Brown loses
—C. '22.
turned to T. U. to do some special
sleep over his French test.
studying. She has been doing dea
Thursday,
Feb.
6—Brains for
coness work at Cedar Rapids and Des
Dexheimer & Beitler—Prize breakfast but no wonderful manifes
Moines, since her graduation.
winners of Indiana.
tations in class.
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STUDY.
Study is a serum which is injected
into the mind of boys and girls in
order to prevent them from ever hav
ing the disease of illiteracy.
The government has taken in hand
the blotting out of this terrible pesti
lence. Hospitals, called "schools,"
have been erected all over the country
t J which all children are forced to
go. The government compels them to
receive at least one "shot."
This
"common school shot" is very slight,
and is given free of charge. Another
heavier "shot" may be had at the
expense of the government if one so
desires. This is called the "High
School shot." More and still heavier
inoculations may be had, but for
these the individual must pay.
As
is the case in inoculating for other
diseases, the more times one is in
oculated the more assurance one can
have of not being visited by the
dread malady illiteracy.
In two ways does inoculating for
illiteracy especially resemble inocu
lation for other diseases. First, _it
causes a very disagreeable sensation.
All the "pep" and "ginger" is taken
out of the person, as well as the joy
out of his existence. It even affects
one's appetite and causes sleep to
hesitate to visit the patient's weary
eyelids. In the matter of efficiency
lies the second point in which this in
oculation with the serum Study is
similar to others. In most cases it
"takes," but alas, in others it will
leave no impression and do absolutely
no good.
Although similar to other inocula
tions, the one which I am describing
differs in several ways. In the first
place, it requires much more time.
The first injection, although slight,
requires about eight years, some
times more. This is because the ser
um Study is a poison and must be
administered very slowly at first, for
the person's mind is then unprepared
to endure it. An overdose of Study
might cause, instead of prevent, il
literacy, while other diseases, such as

insanity and nervous trouble, might
also "set in." In some cases an over
dose of Study has proved fatal. How
ever, after one's mind has once been
inoculated, other shots may be taken
more rapidly. Some requiring but
three or four years.
Another point of difference is found
in the number of physicians that are
required to do the injecting. When
inoculating for illiteracy no less than
two or three worthy doctors are satis
factory. Sometimes as many as six
or eight are required. These are des
ignated "Teachers."
Many of these
physicians are women. However, we
are often forced to wonder at the
deftness with which they handle the
needle "assignments" or "yardstick."
Here at "Taylor Hospital" I am re
ceiving my third injection of Study.
So far I am not able to say "now long
it will take. The "Teachers" are
continually thrusting their "assign
ments" into me. To say the least,
it is very unpleasant.
Ofttimes I
tremble lor fear an overdose is ad
ministered. However, I am becoming
able to endure more and more ail the
time. If it were not for the serum
Study, I should, I am sure, enjoy the
associations at the hospital, but alas,
if there were no inoculation there
would be no hospital. The great
question in my mind at present it,
"Will the inoculation 'take'?"
—George E. Fenstermacher.

STUDY.

Of course there are other shades of
meaning, but to the true scholar study
is the act of applying one's mind to
a subject for the purpose of acquiring
knowledge. To make this meaning
clearer, let us notice tiie frivolous,
trifling girl of sixteen who cares lit
tle for anything except the gratifica
tion of her wants and wishes. When
the bell announcing study hours rings,
she slouches among the soft cushions
of a hugh morris-chair, with a box of
bon-bons beside her. She is thinking
of the party she will attend on the
morrow, of the good time she had
playing basket ball, or of the way
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she bluffed through the day's lessons.
She picks up her Botany book first,
because that is more interesting than
Latin or Geometry. For about ten
minutes she fixes her attention on the
text. When she reaches the para
graph which classifies flowers accord
ing to genus and species, she becomes
restless and begins to eat the candy.
Her mind wanders and she is unable
to think what she is reading.
She
becomes thirsty and spends several
minutes in making lemonade. When
she is again comfortably seated she
decides she could take time to read a
chapter in her novel. After reading
three chapters instead of one, she
rushes to the next room to tell her
schoolmate just how the love affair
turned out. Without realizing it she
steals at least twenty minutes time
from the earnest student, and glanc
ing at the clock, she is amazed that
time fleets by so rapidly. Skipping
back "to really settle down" she seizes
her Cicero and while she is carelessly
and hurriedly running over her les
son the retiring bell sounds. She
grumbles because she cannot go to
bed. Taking up her Geometry text
book she commits to memory instead
of reasoning out, three propositions,
but of course the proof means nothing
to her. Very soon her eyes refuse to
keep open; she throws her books ;
and tumbles into bed. Is this study ?
No. This girl has neither concentrat
ed her mind on the subjects, nor been
stirred by anything she read, nor
taken a new thought into her brain.
On the other hand, let us observe
the solid, Christian young woman of
twenty, desirous of anything that will
make her more womanly and more of
a blessing to humanity. She sits
down at her desk with a pile of text
and reference books beside her. She
forgets about the lively game of ten
nis she finished only a few moments
ago, and banishes from her mind all
thoughts that are foreign to her stud
ies. She begins with Greek, and
though it takes absorbed, thoughtful
attention, she succeeds in wading
through the page and a half, taking
heed to the accents, and becoming
fascinated with tracing a verb
through all its changes.
Her mind
dwells on the phases of Greek war
fare, religion and character which
have been presented in the lesson.
Next she opens her Psychology book
and becomes so engrossed with the
subject that she fails to hear the
laughter of her giddy schoolmates. At
last, having her attention drawn to
them by the falling of a cnalr In the
next room, she loses her concentra
tion, but it is not long before she re
captures it and nails it on her subject
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like a policeman seizing a robber and
placing him in a cell. When this
lesson is mastered she commences a
paragraph for English. In the middle
of it she is summoned to help a sick
girl, but on returning to her room
she immediately fastens her entire
attention on her work, and shortly
after the retiring bell rings, she produces an uplifting article, very well
thought out and very carefully written. Is this study? Yes. This girl
has learned and is developing the
power of concentration. She puts her
undivided attention on a subject until it "warms her soul, tinges her
thought and takes up its abode in her
inner life." She is training her mind
"to do the thing that ought to be
done"; she is perfecting an intelligent apparatus which will be capable
of being "adapted and adequated to
all times and all occasions."
—Madeline Nostrand.
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significance, but questions that relate ling to face the great momentous
to the welfare of the worle world.
questions with an unfaltering trust,
This is an age when the matter of a steady nerve, and a clear eye. If
governments is being viewed from this generation, both the present and
more angles than heretofore. This the rising generation, is to meet the
very fact makes a demand for states- exigencies that are being imposed upmen—men who have the power to on them, there are a few very esread the signs of the times in national sential principles that we must hold
affairs. Then, too, religious issues to, and practice. In the first place
are gripping the attention of the the individual must be capitalized;
world in a new and splendid way. that is, the capital value of the indi'Tis true, doctrinal controversies are vidual must be assessed. The indinot being indulged in as in the earlier vidual must be regarded as an asset,
history of the Church; nor are men as well as a liability. Too long has
content to give themselves over to the individual been regarded as a
the saying of prayers and the com- liability, nothing more, nothing less,
mitting of ritual. But religion, as a Where this principle has been folvitalizing power in the affairs of lowed in a large way, that nation has
men, is being considered most ser- perished. Where the individual is
iously. While nations are in a per- lost sight of, that is, the individual
iod of transition in their religious be- as a contributing force to society,
liefs and practices. India is slowly, there do you find that men are rebut surely, emerging from a state of garded as things, the same as hogs,
darkness and despair, into a state of and cattle, and farms, and automolight and liberty, religiously speaking, bi.es, are regarded as things. If this
PRESENT DAY PROBLEMS. France is shaking off the apathy that age is ever to come to those splendid
(Rev. M. E. Barrett.)
has possessed it for the last hundred heights of success, then it must necesEvery age has had its own prob- years, and is now questing for that sarily follow that the individual is
lems to solve, and in solving of these type of religion that has the warmth regarded as an end, as well as a
given problems the people have come and glow of a living personality as its means to an end.
That is, man
to the fuller obtainments of life, center.
must be regarded, not for what he
Problems developing out of social conIt may be said, without fear of can do, but he must be regarded for
ditions, problems that pertained to contradiction, that the twentieth cen- what he is. There must be an awakthe world of science, problems purely tury is facing the great religious ening to the fact that personality,
abstract in nature, problems in the question as no other age has done, after all, is the one supreme power
realms of politics, problems of all Further, this is an age of unparalleled in this world.
kinds have constantly been rising interest in commercial affairs. The
Again, in this period of the world's
through the passing centuries, and marvelous advancement
made in history, where great social currents
progress has only obtained as men means of transportation has caused are sweeping through the world like
have undertaken to untangle these the world to contract, so that now torrents, leaving in their wake, either
complicated affairs. A deferment of the man in the Orient has to be reck- devastation or prosperity, it becomes
given tasks has only tended to retard oned with by our own manufacturer, necessary that these
tremendous
the wheels of civilization. To pass Competition has become sharper, movements be moralized. Politics,
down to the next generation an un- markets that were one time local, are that potent social movement that has
dertaking that belongs to our own now the market places of the world; to do with the regulation and governgeneration is unfair both to our pos- all these existing conditions have ment of a nation, is sorely in need of
terity and ourselves. Unfair to the tended to complicate the commercial a moralizing power that will discrimnext generation because we have load- features of this age. Again, no age inate between the true and the false,
ed them up with tasks that belong to has seen the activities in the labor between the good and the bad. Some
our own age; unfair to ourselves be- world that this present generation is men say that "religion and politics
cause we have weakened our own po- now witnessing. Labor is organized won't mix." Then I am here to say
sition by not taking our place in the to that point where it is almost a to you that there is something dead
world where we are called.
law unto itself. Over against this fin- wrong somewhere; it may be a deEach century has afforded its own ished piece of organization, stands fective political faith, or it may be
peculiar complication. To one age capital. Both labor and capital are that there is something wrong with
has been given the task of developing inflexible in their attitude towards that man's religion. As far as I am
a religious program, big enough, and each other. To this present age is able to discover, there is no law,
intensive enough, to make the world given the task of reconciling these either written or unwritten that defeel the necessity of such a program, two mighty forces to find a common clares that religion and politics won't
Other ages have wrestled with ques- ground where these two factors in mix. The need of the hour is to
tions that pertained to the making the world of business may meet and cleanse our system of politics by inand perpetuating of governments, make a lasting truce.
troducing certain elements of a
Still other generations have engaged
Any one of the above mentioned moral nature, and then cease making
their minds with the abstractions of questions is of vital significance to politics an end but rather regard it
philosophy. But in no age, since the this age. In order for this genera- as a means to'a worthy end
world began, have there been so many tion to acquit itself creditably, there
That gigantic movement, social in
monumental questions presented for must be that type of preparation its nature and purpose the labor
consideration as this, our own age which shall make for that sort of movement, is sorely in need of a great
has revealed. Questions, not of local manhood and womanhood that is wil- purging force that will give to it
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moral tone and color. The labor world
has a cause that is worthy, and the
laboring class is a factor that the
world must reckon with; but organ
ized labor, as such, needs to feel im
pulses of a moral nature, in order to
save it from; sordidness, and to give
to it a real, living soul. And all this
applies to capital. The trust, which
is capital's means of defense, is a
soulless affair, feelingless in all of
its appointments; being such, this
mammoth movement needs to be mor
alized—to be infused with life.
Not only must this age capitalize
the individual, and moralize the so
cial movements of our time, but this
age must stem the mighty tide of ma
terialism. The world seems to be in
toxicated with the desire for material
power. Physical aggrandizement is
the all-consuming passion of the
hour. This principle of materialism
was clearly set forth in the recent
struggle across the sea. Germany
went mad for power, power in mater
ial matters. Close students of the
whole situation have concluded that
a materialistic philosophy has been
taught the German leaders, with the
result that the whole world was set
on fire, with democracy and a modi
fied type of idealism set over against
autocracy and a gross materialism.
Things, and not men, seem to be the
matters of importance. This mater
ialistic tendency leads men to re
gard what a man's possessions are—
worldly possessions—to the failure to
see what a man is. Men are talking
in terms of hogs, cattle, bank ac
counts, automobiles, farms, crops,
railroads, etc. The language of the
hour is positively materialistic. But
has it occurred to you that none of
these things has intrinsic value? All
the vaiue they have is donated. What
do I mean? Simply this: Everything
of a material nature has value only
as men give such value; that is, the
souls of men, the personalities of
men, give value to hogs, cattle, farms,
automobiles, etc. If there were no
man on earth, of what value would a
"Ford" be? Absolutely no value. It
takes a man to get out of a Ford
what there is in it; but he first puts
into that machine what he takes out.
To look upon this world with the eye
of the gross materialist is to depre
ciate the world, and the God that lies
back of it. Men, and not things, are
the significant matters in this world.
This age must vitiate this spirit of
materialism. It need not exclude the
fact of the material world, and so
become an absolute idealist; but,
rather, regard the material world as
a fact, put it to the proper use, and
so come to the fulness of life.
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Largest
Piano Shop
in
Northern
Indiana

IS
A FURNITURE STORE
<That is conducted try) people
who love iheir work.

E xclusively
MusiCal

BUTLER MUSIC CO.
MARION, IND.
E. C. Hunt, Local AlSent

Dexheimer & Beitler—Prize winners of Indiana.

"Carry and Save" is al
most a national "Slogan."
Clothcraft "scientific tai
loring" accomplishes the
same purpose. By elimina
ting all needless waste it
has been possible to pro
duce clothes that look well,
fit well, and wear well-and
still sell at a price that
makes Clothcraft, the lead
er in Clothes values.
Remember the 10 per cent
Discount.
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added efficiency for future years
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All work guaranteed at Dexheimer & Beitler's.
PEACE CONFERENCE.

Mr. Yeater has been moving his
printing plant this week and prom
ises to be "Johnny-on-the-Spot" with
the "Echo" from now on. We could
not avoid being a little late this time.

THIS WILL INTRODUCE YOU

We should have noted in our last is
sue the fact of some changes in the
business department of the "Echo"
staff. Lt. McCutchen, to whom was
largely due the success of last year's
paper, has become business manager.
Mr. Roberts has assumed the adver
tising department in addition to his
other duties. We comfmend to you
both these gentlemen.
To Mr. McCutchen was due the
credit for the issue of the "Echo"
during holiday vacation. The editor
was absent and Mr. McCutchen and
his assistants assumed the entire bur
den of preparing that issue.

WHY NOT?

To Mr. Wm. B. O'Neill's article,
"Why Not a Debating Club?" we
allowed a leading position in the
previous issue of the "Echo."
Mr.
O'Neill is a consistent booster for a
debating club. A placard in his room
bears the same question which served
as the title of his literary contribu

A recent unique plea for carrying
on the debating clubs has met with
enthusiastic response from a large
portion of the student body.
The
plan provides that all three societies,
Eureka, Eulogonian and Soangateha,
meet once a week in a mock Peace
Conference. The object is two-fold.
To give the students the development
in public speaking which a debating
club purposes to give, and to enable
them to acquire more than a passing
and casual interest in the historymaking events now taking place.
Those attending the conference reg
ularly will come as delegates from
the various countries to be represent
ed and present the cause of their re
spective nations. At each meeting
there will be some special topic for
discussion.
Each
delegate
must
therefore have not only a general
knowledge of what is confronting the
Peace Conference in Europe, but also
a specific knowledge of the claims of
the country he represents.
An initial meeting to organize was
held Saturday evening, Feb. 1. Mr.
Ira Roberts was elected chairman of
the conference, and Miss Juy Steph
enson secretary. Mr. Harold Seelig
was chosen sergeant at arms and was
given the power to select his own
assistants.
Any who are the least skeptical
have but to look in the library at
almost any hour of the day and see
how those who hitherto have felt
newspapers and pamphlets on the
war beneath their notice, are now
showing a remarkable interest in this
particular sort of literature.

tion. The question, "Why Not a De
bating Club?" thus faces everyone
who enters Mr. O'Neill's room. It is
a pertinent question. There are here
regularly constituted debating socie
ties just as there are regularly or
ganized literary societies.
Logic is one of the courses required
for graduation from the college of
liberal arts. Argumentation (Eng
lish VII.) is also required unless spe
cial arrangements are made for sub
stitution. Nowhere in school is there
so good an opening for concrete and
practical work in the application of
logic and argumentation as in the
preparation and delivery of debates.
Moreover during commencement week
there will be the college and intersociety contests in debating and ora
tory. Few schools afford the accom
modations and privileges for work in
oratory which are offered in the
Expression courses at Taylor. Active
participation in the work of a debat
ing society correlates effectively with
work in the Expression courses or in
preparation for the contests.
We
ought to take courses in Expression.
We ought to enter the contests. We
ought to advance the interests of
the debating societies. To do any or
Special prices to students at
all of these requires work. But work Dexheimer & Beitler's.
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PEACE CONFERENCE.

ORGANIZATIONS

The Peace Conference of our school
met in a second session Saturday ev
THE VOLUNTEER BAND.
ening, February 8. In point of interest
the first meeting for discussion was
The meeting of January 27 ^ was
a marked success. The question of very inspiring. Mr. Lee had charge
the evening, namely, the disposition of the devotional service, and left us
of Alsace-Lorraine, had such able up- several good thoughts for reflection.
holders on both sides that the meetMiss Neff then spoke on the subing adjourned with the decision to re- ject, "What Constitutes a Missionary
open the same discussion at the next Call." She gave us a very fitting
session. To the casual observer per- comparison of the Great Harvest
haps we seem to be progressing with field and a cotton plantation of the
almost as little advance motion as South, concluding it with the ques
thtrEU™ ean
T

C°n?eZnCe; *
Mr. O Neill first attacked the question from his standpoint as a delegate from France. His speech had a
ring of righteous conviction which
could not fail to impress his hearers.
Mr. Roberts took the opposite stand,
and upheld the cause of Germany in
an address which, though the speaker himself seemed thoroughly convinced, did not accomplish its object,
We then were addressed by Mr. McCutcheon, a United States delegate,
-tirr Fr^heriyterg
Thomas fallowed w th
!'
I'
wnasfollowed with a speech, maktho-jp-h he
f
n P°
' Tn
O-Nefil renffd + h Germany.^ Mr.
a few short !,m °
M
StenhenW
f
r
.
it wn H
H d ta d
t-rman^r'Sd
dlS?°
LTo ltn
Te
"
"n'sxt m.eetmg. Like
- y other important questions contmually arising to prolong the Paris
'onference, this question will require
dehstp much careful thought
„/ *i. and .v—,
bate. Every student of the school
has a cordial invitation to come with
us and share in our interesting meet
ings.
PAULINE TEED, Repoiter.

T

PHILO.
The program rendered by the Philo
society Saturday evening, February
1, was highly appreciated by all present. All of the numbers showed care
ful preparation.
Invocation—Chaplain.
Inaugural Address—Mr. Fred W.
Thomas.
Piano Duet—Eleanor Holloway and
Dorothy Spalding.
Life of Coleridge and selections
from The Ancient Mariner—Martha
McCutchen.
Vocal Solo—Laura Neff.
Reading—Madeline Nostrand.
Piano Solo—Jane Campbell.
Philo Standard—Editor.
Immediately following the program
the officers elected for the winter
term were installed.
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"Do you haer them pleading, pleading
Not for money, comfort, power,
Rut that you, O Christian worker,
Will but set aside an hour
Wherein 7he7wili"be"rememnered
Dailv at the throne of Proee

That the work which they are doing
Ifi your life may have a place?
"Do you see them seeking, seeking,
For the gift of priceless worth,
That they count of more importance
Than all other gifts of earth ?
tion' "If we were slaves under s mas" Not the gold "of rich men's "coffers,
ter, would there be any excuse for
Nor relief from toil and carenot going out into the fields to pick 'Tis a gift that you can give them—
cotton if the master did not come to
'Tis the Christian's daily prayer."
us personally with his command ?
—M. S., Reporter.
God has commanded us through His
word to go. Some do have a special
HOLINESS LEAGUE.
call. Yet David Livingstone and othThe Holiness League met Friday
ers who have accomplished most in
heathen lands, went from a sense of eJcn.'nj-'> January 24th, and beM a
ot s P1Ch"
duty. We also enjoyed hearing Miss ° °Ilous mee lng ln w lc
y manlfested ln a mar"
Neff tell how God had definitely call- ®nfe WaS S
mannel'
ed her to the mission field.
MiSS Rahe' the president> stated in

Kenrick led'i^ prayer. MfsT Cline
next sang a solo, through which the
in presence of God was visited upon all

closinS> that there were more Metho"

dist churches

in Indianapolis than

Conference, which
embraces a population of one hundr6d tim6S 38 g""e3t 38 Indian3P°lis:
and S3ld that ths hands of these 27°."
00()'0()0 Chinese beckoning to her were
311 t
h
S C311 She n
e
e
d
e
d
'
Mr. Zeller
Last Monday evening
conducted the devotional service, after which Mr. Kenrick gave us a realjy practical talk on "How Can I As a
Student
in Tavlor
tudent ™
lay'or Universitv
?.
University, Heln
Help
Missions?"
Central

China

present.
Miss Smith, the leader,
then brought down Pentecostal fire
upon the meeting by a God-sent message. A rousing testimony meeting
followed in which almost every one
Present took part. The League was
then dismissed and a part of its members took the fire to the revival ser
vices at the M. E. church.
Come to these Friday night meetL
'
nd "
be "7
blessed, by V
Godf in 'doing

lngs a

so.

O. W. French, Reporter.
He mentioned that the claims of the
gospel are upon us wherever we are.
The meeting of the Holiness League
Even though our time is so crowded in the "Y" room Friday evening, Febwith school work here, yet we must ruary 7, was well attended and profitnot neglect our spiritual obligations, able. The Misses Berrett and Smith
We must first have the vision of the sang "In the Likeness of My King"
need, in order to support the work in a way that touched the hearts of
°f missions. The primary factors in all of us.
obtaining and keeping the vision are
Evangelist Butler brought the mesregular attendance at the meetings of sage from I John 3, 8: "For this purthe Volunteer Band, diligence in rend- pose the Son of God was manifested
ing missionary literature, and per- that He might destroy the works of
sonal contact with the foreign stu- the devil." Jesus came to "call out"
dents and returned missionaries.
a people. "The works of the devil"
In the second place there must be that Jesus came to destroy are the
an outlet. Unless God has given us carnal tendencies of human hearts—
other work to do we should be of- the serpentine twists that have been
fering ourselves for the mission field, imparted to our natures. From the
If we cannot go, it is our duty to send, first
Adam we have received the serThe treasury of missions might be Pint's tendency in our natures. By
immeasurably increased if we stop- faith in Jesus, the second Adam, we
ped to consider how much a soul ex- may have it taken away. But we
ceeds the value of so many knick- must acknowledge and confess the
knacks. If we are doing our utmost evil in our own hearts, not lay the
on financial
lines, are we praying for trouble at the door of our neighbor or
these benighted souls as God expects onto social conditions.
us to pray?
—R- J- H

PAGE EIGHT
PRAYER BAND.
The Prayer Band met January 28
with Mr. French as leader. After
the song service and an interesting
talk by the leader, the remaining time
was spent in prayer. God's spirit
was indeed manifested. This is our
opportunity; this is our time to intercede for souls. God does not work
unless we do our part. Let us take
advantage of these services and make
them a time not only of feasting for
our own souls, but of intercession for
those who do not know Him.

THALO SOCIETY.
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best support and encouragement for
his next contest for national supremacy.
This year we have far greater and
better things. Who knows how much
credit the I. P. A. deserves for the
victory in the fight of making Indiana dry, as well as that the rest of
the states have ratified the amendment?
L. A. White, Reporter.

SENIOR DAY EXERCISES.
The past records of Taylor Univer
sity will be ably and creditably sus-
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The followers of the worthy Thalos talned by the class of 191£K Tuesday
met in Society hall January 26, 1919. they made their debut ln caPs and
surPrlsln* ln ChaPel a11 bu*
After the invocation by the chaplain,
tbe
few
who were m posseSslon
of
Miss Emma Williams delighted the
audience by an excellently rendered the secret. The following are mem
piano solo. Miss Joy Stephenson then bers of the class. The Misses Dancy,
gave a reading entitled "Johnson's Stavenson, Maston, Stephens, Mc
Boy," by Riley, which was thoroughly Cutchen and Emerson; Mrs. Jones;
Imler, „ Climenhaga,
enjoyed by the society. Miss Myra and
_ , Messrs.
,
Felton favored us with a vocal solo. Crabtref. McCutchen Roberts, FenMiss Felton sang splendidly and the stermacher and Eckblad.
The processional was played by
audience heartily applauded the se
lection. After an instructive and Prof. Westlake. Dr. Wray led in
interesting talk on Military Training Prayer and the address aPP™pnate
by Mr Mabuce, there followed the to the occaslon was given by Mlss
main attraction of the evening. Miss Munro' the faculty adviser of the
Faulder and Miss Stephenson sang to class. Mrs. Holloway sang, "The
the accompaniment of their ukuleles. Lord is My Light," by Allitsen.
They were received with deserved ap
SENIOR DAY ADDRESS.
plause and were enthusiastically en
It is one of the worthy customs of
cored. The last number on the pro
gram" was ~the Thalonian Review'" by Taylor tbat allows us to celebrate toour new editor, Miss Teed. Her pa gether the first appearance of our
Seniors in academic dress. We need
per was original and full of humor.
to take time now and then to see what
things really mean. We of the newer
civilization have become so impatient
THE INTERCOLLEGIATE
PROHIBITION LEAGUE of form that we are fast discarding
the time-honored symbols of official
One of the most important student dignity. But the academic cap and
organizations of T. U., and one in gown still remain to us from the time
which everyone, faculty and students when the civil power (as distinguishtake an unusual interest, is the Pro- ec' from the military) was thought of
hibition League. The unique posi- as belonging equally to the law, the
tion of the I. P. A. in Taylor is in- church, and the school, the three
dicated by the fact that it is one of great forces of peace. It is just as
the largest student movements, and real a sign as the judge's robe or the
emphasizes the responsibility of ed- bishop's gown, a sign of power and
ucated men and women of public life, responsibility. And, in a sense, as
The League furnishes a definite truly as the bishop is set apart for
field of labor for the student body, his office, so truly are our Seniors toOne of the chief aims of the League day being consecrated to the high
is a series of oratorical contests, academic ideals and standards of the
ranging from local to national, which ages.
are conducted every year and help to
That is why we are here this
form a means of higher education.
morning, that you may perhaps come
Taylor has made great headway in to understand the meaning of those
furnishing prohibition speakers and ideals more clearly; that you may see
workers, and now this year as every- your high calling and dedicate yourthing seems to be going prohibition, selves voluntarily to it. You are to
let us, as a body of I. P. A.'s, rally wear the gown these months until
to the standard and give our candi- the university shall send you out ir.
date, Mr. Barton R. Pogue, our very June—and I wish it might be the
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"It's a pleasure indeed to
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custom to wear it every day until because it will help you to become a
Commencement—in order that the physician or a food specialist, but be
sense of devotement may become cause it opens a new avenue to vast
more real. The old motto of chivalry, fields of truth. Pure study of the
"Noblesse oblige," is to none more ap classics even—not because you can
plicable than to you. Rank involves prove they are practical, but because
there you find a whole realm of the
responsibility.
I recognize, of course, that there truth of beauty, the matchless beauty
have been irresponsible Seniors, that of symmetry and poise.
this very year in our colleges thought
The utilitarian spirit which asks,
less, unworthy young men and women "Just where am I going to use this?"
are wearing the cap and gown. They "Just what good am I to derive from
have taken the vows upon them light that?" is no part of the academic
ly, and the world, which makes cer spirit as such, though it may prop
tain demands upon the college grad erly be of the business college or the
uate, will soon find them out. It is professional school. "Man shall not
true that American democracy has five by bread alone"; and it is worth
a Tammany Hall, but we are still something to have our natures so re
ready to suffer and die for the ideal fined as to be forever incapable of
of democracy. It is true that we the coarse and the unseemly. It is
have actually more politicians than only as college men and women thus
statesmen, but we insist that the see things in their true relations and
true spirit of our nation speaks in values that they shall be able to set
the fifty utterances of Washington right standards for the world.
and Wioodrow Wilson. Nations and
The academic attitude to knowledge
individuals, we live by ideals.
And is genuine. The seeker for Trutl.
if Taylor allows you to trip out heed does not cheat; he does not even
lessly without a vision of the great cram—he desires to know. To him a
principles of the academic spirit degree is woith nothing unless it is
which you now represent, she has supported by some thoroughness of
done you an unforgivable wrong.
knowledge. He sees that if he is to
Accordingly, at the risk of repeat depend in fife upon his own opinions,
ing some things that you may have colored here and there by an acad
heard many times, I am asking this emic shibboleth, his education, his
morning, what is the academic spirit influence, will be "chaff, not bread."
—the spirit that takes its name from Superficiality—I speak
plainly—is
Socrates, Plato, and the Greek Acad our great danger here at Taylor; but
emy? Remember that going back let us remember that to it the gates
to them is not being out of date or of Truth are forever barred.
"dry-as-dust." It is studying anew
The academic spirit is simple; it is
the pure ideal of learning, which has
}ou
soop
-uopu^oajju uioj^ aa.ij
been again and again perverted and
feel that a degree is something to be
distorted by its representatives, but
boasted of or to make one complacent
which, happily, has again and again
ly superior to one's less favored fel
been cherished and reinterpreted by
low mortals. The true student has
the noblest men of all the ages—by
come to see himself, with Newton,
Milton of Cambridge, by Newman of
picking up shells on the shore of the
Oxford, by Wilson of Princeton, and
vast ocean of truth. He has learned
Hyde of Bowdoin and Briggs of Har
that he must, like Ulysses,
vard, and all the farthest-seeing of
"Follow knowledge like a sinking star
our own day.
Beyond the utmost bounds of human
Yours is a consecration, first
to
thought."
knowledge.
The academic spirit
He
cannot, like the lawyer Plato
stands for a definite attitude to knowl
pictured,
be "small and crooked of
edge, an attitude that is reverent,
simple, genuine, pure. Our eldest soul, and smart and clever in his own
American college bears on its seal esteem." The biggest souls are the
simplest.
the single word "Veritas," Truth.
And so I say the academic spirit is
"First pure." The object of study
is not facts in and for themselves, but reverent. One famous scholar writes,
facts as fragments of
the great "No man can begin to see scientific
something
scheme of things—the
scattered, truth without finding
shattered limbs of the lovely form of which ( if he is a man of any size, will
the Virgin Truth (you know the keep him reverent." The very gran
legend), which scholars are forever deur of truth hushes us in the pres
seeking throughout the world; that ence of its Author.
John Harvard's "Veritas" is the
truth we shall begin to comprehend
when we "know as we are known." key-note of the academic attitude to
Pure science—chemistry, not merely knowledge. The great educator of
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the Reformation, Martin Luther, gave
us a phrase which, within proper lim
itations, suggests the value set upon
work. Laborare est orare—"to work
is to pray"; or, in another version,
Rene studisse, bene orasse—"to study
well is to pray well."
With the passing of Germany, an
educational caste system is broken.
You will not find yourselves honored
or bowed down to merely because you
hold degrees. You must prove your
selves. Graduation from college is
not graduating into an easy job. It
is Woodrow Wilson who says that
the distinguishing mark of our col
lege men is their ability to take hold
of businesses for which they have
had no special preparation and carry
them through to a successful finish.
For the full, strenuous life of Amer
ica today the college drone or shirk
is ill prepared. Your consecration is
to hard work, to earnest, tireless ef
fort for truth, beauty, and righteous
ness. Our thinkers, our intellectual
leaders, are our busiest men—busy
with a "noiseless," capable energy.
Such ability to do things does not
come by chance. It is the result, in
great measure, of tackling many
tasks you know are beyond your
strength and conquering them. In
stead of seeking out "snap courses"
or refusing to attempt a subject be
cause you "never could learn lan
guages," or "mathematics"; instead
of shirking duties for your class or
society, or groaning when an impos
sible essay subject is assigned, why
not be thankful for another opportun
ity to develop muscle and reserve
force for the struggle ahead ? I shall
never forget my dismay when, a girl
of seventeen, in my first college lit
erature course, I had hurled at me
without comment or explanation the
subject "Impassioned Prose In Auto
biography," together with volumes of
Carlyle, Ruskin and DeQuincey.
I
learned then that the impossible is
possible. Our large colleges are re
cognizing the need of more work for
the sake of work, fewer lecture cours
es and more courses that require out
side preparation. "No strong and
fine results," they say, "can ever come
from intellectual spoon feeding." If
you have not already learned the joy
of conquering, you have four months
left to learn it. To adapt a sentence
I ran across the other day: "The col
lege—and the world—can do nothing
great for—or with—a life that
shrinks from supreme difficulty."
This brings me to the third ques
tion that not Taylor alone, but the
academic world, is asking of you to
day: "What is to be your attitude to
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the throbbing life of men about you ?"
For, with Milton, we "cannot praise
a fugitive and cloistered virtue" that
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS
"slinks from the dust and the heat
of the day." Significant as is your
Mrs. Mary Holmes, Prop.
assumption of the gown, just as sig
University Addition
Phone 334
nificant is the fact that you shall lay
it aside as a visible symbol. Cherish
ing as an inspiration the inner con
sciousness of this consecration—and
you dare not go without it—you shali
Office over Bank
go forth to spend and be spent in
Phones: Office 951; Residence 924
unselfish service.
Upland, Indiana
At Wellesley College, Massachu
setts, there is a wonderful piece of
interpretative statuary. It is a mem
orial to Alice Freeman Palmer, that
marvelous pioneer among woman ed
ucators, as typical of the true Alma
Mater sending out the young grad The Mecca for Students
uate. This expresses as I cannot the
for
hopes and aspirations that are cen
tered in you.
EATS
DRY GOODS
The group consists of two standing
figures. The form of the elder wom
NOTIONS
an bends yearningly, protecting;y,
over the younger; she is pouring her SHOES, RUBBERS, ETC.
very soul into hers; but firmly
and
surely her outstreatched hand points
to the world beyond. The pure, eager
expression on the face of the young
Upland, Ind.
woman, and her unfaltering step show
that she accepts the charge; she can
not prove false. Clasped in her left
hand she holds a book she has been
CITY MEAT MARKET
reading—her finger marks the place,
and in her right a lamp. It is to a
Pure Food Products
mission she goes—not to a career—
ALT, KINDS OF FRESH AND
and she is ready. To interpret the
SALT MEATS
book of truth and to lighten the
darkness; to insist on the spiritual in
FISH AND OYSTERS
a world that has gone mad over the
HEINZ PICKLES
visible and the tangible—small won
FRESH MILK
der that the motto of Wellesley Col
OLEOMARGARINE
lege is, "Not to be ministered unto,
FLEISHMAN'S YEAST
but to minister."
BREAD, CRACKERS, ETC.
I have purposely spoken of the
academic spirit and not of the Chris
tian, though I believe neither can
UPLAND, IND.
reach full perfection without the
other. We are cowardly Christians if
we make our religion in any sense an
excuse for superficiality of work, for
smallness of soul, for meagerness of
outlook. All this should we be, and
all the more that the constraining,
transfiguring love of Christ makes
Stationery
possible.
Rubber Stamps
This is what we pray and earnestly
desire for each of you who shall this Books and Bibles, Office Supplies
year go out from Taylor. May you
today have been consecrated to lives
of unceasing, clear-visioned labor for
THE COMMUNITY COURIER
great Christian ends. And so may
Yeater Printing Company
the months which remain be precious
indeed in helping you to realize the
Publishers
dignity of your last half-year in col
Upland,
Ind.
lege.
—Bertha Munro.
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SIMPLICISSIMUS.
Mr. Lee was giving Miss Mahaffy
some money and Mr. Landis was slip
ping it away:
Mr. Lee (to Mr. Landis)—"Are you
from Jerusalem?"
Kenrick announcing Holiness Lea
gue, said they would have special
music by a professor and another stu
dent.
Never To Be Expected.

A short Wohlschlagel Dunlap.
Harley Zeller without a grin.
Joe with his Greek lesson.
Crabtree on time for 7:30 class.
Our Editor taking short steps.
John Bugher coming to school
alone.
Miss Neff with enough mail.
T. U. without a faculty meeting.
Regularity with the heat.
A gym without a basketball.
Ciimenhaga with his hair combed
at the side.
Miss Mahaffy at breakfast.
Miss
Hord
without
a
wave
(Waive).
A system when the professors all
grade alike.
Everyone satisfied at the same
time.
He—"What class have you been
to?"
She—"English VI."
He—"Is English hard?"
She—"Worse than that."
He—"What do you study mostly?"
She—"Munro's doctrine."
First Student (just before the ten
o'clock bell)—"What was that?"
Second Student—"Harley Zeller."
First Student—"How's come he's
not down town ? That's new for him."
Gem year seems to please some of
the boys. Thomas and Brown have
a real picture gallery started.
Jensen (at Heating Plant)—"There
is the soap."
Wohlschlegel—"I never use it. Too
much is worse than none."
Miss Tresler—"Oh! I've lost the
key to my h
."
Miss Maston—"See the head jani
tor. He has a bunch."
English Prof.—"What's the tense of
the sentence, 'I am beautiful'?"
Thomas—"I think it must be the
remote past."

All work guaranteed at Dexheimer & Beitler's.

The carnival which is to be held at
the Upland public school, will be the
greatest sensation of the year and we
believe that it will go down in his
tory as one of the eight wonders of the
world. There will be something do
ing from the basement to the attic.
Beginning at the lowest will be the
prim rv room which will give "Topsy
Turvy Songs." The second room will

GARTHWAIT HARDWARE
COMPANY
GAS CITt, INI).
Slielf and Heavy Hardware.
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Fine Cutlery.
Athletic Goods.
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dramatize the "Pied Piper of Hamlin."
The third and fourth years will give a
demonstration entitled the "Midgets
Parade." Miss Carroll and D. S. Closs
will serve supper promptly at 5
o'clock, after which the carnival will
start full blast.
Whatever you do don't fail to miss
this startling event. Starts promptly
at 4 o'clock.

?i, i TITTLE
& j "SEZ"
Our Big February Clean-up
Shoe Sale is now going on. All
odd lots and sizes must go at
cut price to make room for
large spring shipments of de
pendable shoes soon to arrive

TUTTLE SHOE CO.
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Prof. Elston Shaw, a former student of Taylor
University is Principal of the School of Commerce
of the Kansas Wesleyan University at Salina,
Kansas.
The Taylor boys g"o to the front.
Here is your opportunity to go over the top.
Enter Taylor University.
Send for catalog to
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